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isopro software DesCription

isopro programs the Quick Circuit system to drill, mill and route your circuit board design. 

the number of computers on which isopro can be installed depends on the license key 

you purchased. only the computer connected to the controller will actually be initialized to 

run the milling table. 

the sample files used in this tutorial are on the installation diskettes on the CD. Your CaD 

files are translated into gerber plot files for the Cam process. a general understanding of 

Computer aided manufacturing (Cam)  and gerber files in particular is needed to use the 

isopro software. refer to the appendix a: gerber and Cam essentials, and photoplotting 

principles for further detailed explanations. 

isopro software installation

the isopro software is copy-protected with a hardware protection key that resides on the 

computer’s parallel or usB port. this software allows users to import the gerber and excel-

lon drill files and calculates the needed isolation or mill paths from the circuit board data.

to install the isopro software:

step 1: insert the isopro CD

step �: follow the instructions in the setup program.

 Due to windows security and variation in operating environments you may have to 

install for everyone in multi-user environments. this is the “anyone who uses the machine” 

option. in some cases computers with multiple iso-pro users will have to re-register the ma-

chine for the individual user. please contact support for further help on this issue. 
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isopro software tutorial

Overview

this tutorial provides a training procedure for using t-tech’s isopro software. the sample case 
involves a typical design with a component side, a solder side and a drill file. this tutorial describes 
how to:

• load your CaD data (importing gerber of DXf files.)

• go to the layer list and ensure the bottom layer is identified as “solder”.

• register the component and solder sides  
(for this tutorial the component and solder layers are purposefully input as gerber files that 
do not register with each other)

• Correctly size the tools required by editing the tool table

• perform a clearance test

• perform a 0.�5 mm (0.010“) and a 0.78 mm (0.0�1”) isolation  
(for use as a mill path to outline all of the pads and traces on the board)

• perform a 0.78 mm (0.0�1”) rubout that can also be used as a mill path to remove all excess 
copper

• Create a board outline

the hardware protection device [dongle] must be installed on the computer’s usB port in 
order to fully use isopro.
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trace Cam information 

if you purchased a traceCam with your isopro software, please refer to the specifications 
below to  determine set-up and resolution and lighting control:

the source  tab provides options to control the lighting and brightness controls of the 
camera and enables the user to change these video options. 

the  format tab allows the user to control the resolution settings of the camera, t-
tech recommends using the ��0 x �40 resolution, however, the camera can be set at 
640 x 480.
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impOrting gerber Data Files

step 1: to import your CaD design files, select file > import from the tool bar.  we 
recommend that you use the auto-detect file(s) feature to load your files. Click 
on auto-detect file(s)... 

 

step �:     select the folder that contains your files (in this case C:\isopro) select the   
following files:

  �74X.gBr  component file 
  �74X.sol  solder file 
  �74X.nCD  drill file

 
to import all three files at the same time, hold down the Ctrl key and click on 
each file.   
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change screen capture to show the 6 x � board that we will be using

You can identify the correct parameters by noting the file extents, which are 
approximately the same as the board size. 

step 4: Double-click on the file extents that represent the approximate size of your 
board. for our purposes, select a board size of 5.9 x �.99 inches using 4.� 
absolute mode and leading zero suppression.

when using your own CaD files, rather than the samples provided with this 
tutorial, select the file extents closest to the size of your circuit board data. 
please note that file extents are approximate only. the auto-detect file(s) 
feature does a quick estimate rather than an exact calculation of the board 
size.

step �: Click open. the auto import window lists various parameters; including board 
dimensions (file extents), whole digits, precision digits and zero suppression 
methods.
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You may also bring in your file by using file > open on the toolbar and 
specifying the import settings.

isopro also has an optional DXf import feature. if your isopro software is 
licensed for DXf import, click on file > import > DXf file(s)... to import DXf 
data. 

a single DXf file often contains all the layers of a circuit board. isopro 
automatically imports each embedded layer separately. use the layer list 
(explained hereafter) to identify your layers as ‘Component’, ‘solder’, or 
‘Drill’ as appropriate.

layers containing unnecessary information, such as unwanted text, should 
simply be set to ‘hide’.
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wOrking with layers

isopro imports each file into a separate layer represented by a different color. layers 
enable you to separate the component, solder, and drill information so that you can edit 
one without affecting the others. 

the layer list icon looks like a stack of four sheets of colored paper. when clicked, it 
brings up the layer table. from here, you can change the layer color, name, status, and 
type. You can also specify whether the layer is mirrored and define the aperture table 
to use.

layer palette in the left margin of the screen displays the same colors as the ones 
shown in the layer table. this is an easy way to identify data on your screen. Changing 
a layer color in the layer table also changes it in the layer palette.

set the following layer types for the tutorial files imported earlier:

        set �74X.gbr to Component

        set �74X.sol to solder

notice that �74X.ncd is already identified as Drill and that the layer type defined as 
solder is automatically marked as ‘mirror’.
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mirroring here refers only to the files that are output for use with the Quick Circuit machine. 
on the screen in isopro, all layers are displayed as viewed from the component side of 
the board. when a layer is mirrored, it means that all future work on the particular layer 
will also be mirrored automatically.

there are three possible status modes. they are:

View - allows you to see the layer, but not edit the data. this is helpful 
when using a layer as a logical reference.

edit - allows you to modify, select, delete, mirror, and edit t he data on the 
layer.

hide -  allows you to hide the layer to prevent confusion while working on 
other layers.

while in the layer table, you can also add a new layer, copy an existing layer, or delete 
unnecessary layers.

layer registration

purpose: to align the layers so that they line up (register) with one another.

for this tutorial, we purposefully created a component and solder side that did not line 
up with each other.

inspect your CaD files to determine if the solder side is mirrored. if your solder side is 
not mirrored, the holes on each layer will not line up.

in the following procedure, you will first hide your drill layer since you will not be working 
with it for now. then you will set the status for the component layer to View and verify 
that the status of the solder side layer is set to edit.

use the following steps to register each layer:

step 1: set the �74.ncd layer to hide. it is already registered so there is no need to 
display it at this time.

step �: we will be moving the solder data to register with the component data so set 
the component layer �74x.gbr to View so we do not change it.

step �: set the �74x.sol layer to edit and make sure the mirror check box is selected. 
the only data that can now be edited is the solder layer.

note:  You can also change the status of the layers (i.e. edit, View, hide) by 
left clicking on that layer in the layer palette.

step 4: Close the layer table.

step 5: use your mouse to click and drag a box around the entire solder file (you can also 
use edit > select all or press Ctrl+a).
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step 6: the next step is to mirror the board. Click on the mirror icon. 

step 7: Click on the layer registration icon to select the register tool. 
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step 8: Visually identify a pad on the solder layer and the component layer that should 
be registered with each other. move the cursor over the pad on the solder 
layer and click the left mouse button.

while holding the button down, drag the cursor over the matching 
component pad. You will notice that the line snaps to the center of the 
pads. once the line snaps to the correct pad on the component layer, 
release the mouse button. the data is then offset to the new position.

if you make a mistake, you can use the undo function to undo the previous 
action and redo to redo a previous action. isopro has unlimited undo and redo 
functionality.

step 9: once you have the layers registered, you can use the layer list or layer 
palette to set the status of each layer to edit.

in this tutorial the drill layer was already registered with the component side. 
however, if the drill file was not registered you would repeat this procedure 
for the drill layer.

saving yOur wOrk

at this point you should save your work. isopro files are saved as *.iso files. select file 
> save as in the menu bar and name the file “tutorial step1.iso”. this will allow you to 
come back to this step in the tutorial if you wish to practice.

a *.iso file includes all work done in isopro, including layers, aperture lists and tool 
tables. work saved in a *.iso file may be restored at any time by selecting file > open 
in the menu bar.
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veriFying the aperture list

purpose: to verify the aperture shapes and sizes used to draw your circuit board’s 
pads and traces.

to view the aperture list, click the aperture list icon on your tool bar.  You should verify 
that your aperture list is correct for your circuit board.

in this tutorial, the imported files use the rs�74-x standard. this means that all the 
apertures were imported directly without intervention from the user. t-teCh stronglY 
reCommenDs using rs�74-X format. most CaD packages released since 1995 
support this format.

if your files do not use rs�74-X, and you do not have an aperture list loaded, you will 
notice that your aperture dimensions default to 9.99 and 49.99. this is a very distinctive 
size and will probably never be used on a circuit board. if you see these values in your 
list, manually edit the aperture widths to match the output of your CaD package. most 
CaD packages, when not using rs�74-X, output the aperture list as a separate report 
file.
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eDiting the tOOl table

purpose:       to verify the tool sizes used to make your circuit board.

Click on the tool table icon on the tool bar.  the tool table usually imports into isopro 
automatically, but on occasion it may not. in that case you must edit the data manually.

  

change these screen captures to show current tool table information

if your tool sizes default to 49.99 mils or 1.�7 mm, this is a flag that indicates these are 
the default values. for this tutorial, simply set tool 1 to 0.78 mm (�1.00 mils) and tool � 
to 1 mm (40.00 mils). notice how isopro automatically selects the appropriate rpm and 
mill speed for the selected tool.

however, for your own applications, you should always match the sizes of the holes in 
your board to those that your CaD package outputs. these sizes can be determined 
by either looking at a report file that was output by your CaD package or looking at the 
header of the drill file itself. if they are in the header of the drill file, you can view it by 
opening the file using a simple text editor.
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Changing a Board entity
at times, it may be necessary to manually change the size of an entity in isopro. notice 
how the default entity size of 49.99 mils in this tutorial makes the drill hole oversized. to 
change the entity, follow the steps below.

        

step 1: place the mouse over the entity to be changed and right click. this will reveal 
a drop down box. select properties. if using the same file, make the drill layer 
visible. 

step �: the entity properties dialog box appears.

‘D’ codes refer to the entities such as pads and traces, ‘t’ codes refer to 
the tool sizes.

in this example we are going to change the ‘t’ code (tool size). when a drill 
hole is centered on a pad, the entity [pad] will be shown first, and the drill 
size follows. select oK until you reach the tool size window you want.
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in some cases there will be two entities buried on top of each other. in this 
case, isopro will iterate through both entities. Changing the properties of 
an entity in this manner will not be necessary if the files from your CaD 
package are correct. (however, if you want to do some last minute editing 
without going back to your CaD package you can change the size or shape 
of a single pad or trace using this method. no other pads or traces will be 
affected.)

step �: Change the diameter of this hole from 49.99 mils to 0.78 mm (�1.00 mils) as 
shown above, and then select oK. the resulting change in the drill hole is 
shown below.

step 4: repeat these steps for each entity you wish to change.

always remember to change your CaD file accordingly. otherwise, your 
prototype board will be correct, but your production boards may not.
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isOlating the layers

purpose: to create an outline around the pads and traces of your design so that a 
circuit board prototyping system can produce your board.

now that you have verified that your aperture list and files are correct, you need to 
isolate the component and solder layers.

step 1: set the status of the drill and solder layers to hide.

this is not a required step. however, it can help prevent mistakes and 
makes your first few board designs run a little smoother. 

another way is to set the solder and drill layers to View. the important 
thing is to make sure that only the layer you wish to have in action is in edit  
mode.

step �: Determine the minimum clearances for pad-to-pad, pad-to-trace, and trace-
to-trace distances. 

the initial isolation cannot exceed the minimum clearance. You can 
determine the minimum clearances in your circuit in isopro manually 
using the measure function or by using the Clearance Check function. 
alternatively, you may already know this from your CaD software.

a) to determine the minimum clearance, select tools > Clearance Check in 
the menu bar.

b) at the Clearance Check screen, click on test. isopro will automatically 
determine the minimum clearance on that layer. areas on the circuit that 
fail the clearance test will be highlighted. make sure that the highlighted 
areas are de-selected before continuing. 
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isopro calculated that the minimum clearance for the component layer at 
0.�4 mm (1�.5 mils).

for the purposes of this tutorial, we will do the initial isolation with a 
0.�5 mm (10 mil) tool, followed by a 0.78 mm (�1 mil) tool. it is necessary 
to perform an isolation with a tool size equal to or less than the minimum 
clearance so that all of the nets in your circuit are properly isolated. 

Choosing a diameter that is too large will result in the merging of nets on 
your board. to solder more easily, a larger second pass, in this case 0.78 mm 
(�1 mils or 0.0�1”), is recommended.

this is typically all that is required for a digital board but please note that 
isopro can perform up to three different size isolations simultaneously.

step �: Click on tools > isolate in the menu bar.

enter 0.�5 mm (0.010”) for pass 1 and 0.78 mm (0.0�1”) for pass �. set 
pass � to zero which indicates that this pass is not used. 

note:  tool sizes can be entered in inches or metric mode [mm]. metric mode 
can be selected from edit > preferences in the menu bar.

step 4: select the component and solder layer by holding down the Crtl key while selecting 
both layers.

step 5: Click on the isolate button. 
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You will see different color representations (or shades of gray if you did not print this 
manual in color) of the defined mill paths for both the component and solder layers once 
the isolation process is completed. 

notice that four additional layers are shown on the layer palette. Click on the layer icon to see 
the definitions for these new layers.

when isopro creates the isolation layers, it automatically lists them by tool size. in addition, 
it defines all isolation layers for the solder layer as mirrored. (this occurs only if you selected 
solder as the layer type.)

isopro also provides several special options for use during the isolation routine. these 
are remove redundant, force isolation and expand pads.

remove redundant function

remove redundant locates and deletes those sections of the smaller tool isolations, which are 
completely overlapped by larger isolation paths. on some types of circuit boards, the use of 
remove 
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remove redundant function

remove redundant locates and deletes those sections of the smaller tool islations, which are 
completely overlapped by larger isolation paths. on some types of cicuit boards, the use of 
remove redundant can offer significant savings in machine time and tool wear. the remove 
redundant option is enabled and disabled in the the isolation dialog box. 

in the illustration above, we are isolating only the component layer by setting the solder layer 
to hide and the drill layer to View. we are making two isolations and have enabled the remove 
redundant feature by checking the applicable box in the isolation dialog.

 

enabling the remove redundant option prevents isolations from occurring (as shown in the 
figure on the left). the red (or darker gray) represents the 0.�5 mm (10 mil) isolation path. it 
only appears in those areas where the subsequent isolation, in this case the 0.78 mm (�1 mil) 
represented by the light green (or lighter shade of gray), cannot effectively remove the required 
copper. without the remove redundant feature, your isolation paths appear as shown in the 
figure on the right.
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expand pads function
expand pads is used to increase the number of isolation passes around a pad without 
increasing the number of passes around associated traces. this feature is useful in 
widening the area around pads to provide additional space for soldering.

as shown above, isolate only the component layer by setting the solder layer to hide and the 
drill layer to View. as before, we want to make two isolations and enable the expand pads 
feature on the second pass since it is the larger one. when expand pads is selected, you must 
also specify the number of additional passes you wish to make with that tool.

looking at the illustration below, we can see that the second isolation paths around the 
pads are twice as wide as those around the traces.
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merging layers

purpose:  to combine all like layers for seamless milling also allowing for the auto tool Change 
function to be used.  without merging layers the machine will stop milling after each layer and ask 
for a new tool.
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inspecting the isolations
it is a good idea to zoom in and inspect the isolation to make sure it was done properly. 
You should see a clean outline around each electrical net.

use the zoom-in  cursor on the tool bar to drag a window around an area of interest.

use the pan-hand feature to move around and inspect the data.  

if the isolation path is not completely defined around each entity on your board, or if 
the isolation path is too large as a result of using the force isolation feature, the board 
will not be electrically correct. use a smaller tool size and repeat the layer isolation 
procedure as needed.

rubbing Out the base COpper

the rubout feature allows you to remove an area of unwanted copper in a single function. 
ordinarily, you would not perform a rubout on a digital board; however, if you have a set 
of fingers (for an edge connector) or an smt component that requires a rubout, you can 
take off copper from a particular part of the board, several specific areas of the board or 
the entire board. the rubout feature can be useful for many rf/mw applications.

You can also modify the rubout area by using the “Ball & stick” mode under View in the 
menu bar, then selecting unwanted portions of the rubbed out area and deleting them. 
the “Ball and stick” view mode allows you to see the exact path of the rubout tool.

rubout only works one layer at a time. if you want to perform a rubout on both the 
component and solder layers, you must repeat this procedure for each side.

step 1: set the isolation layers where you want to create a rub out to edit .the rubout 
function will automatically select the largest size isolation layer available in 
edit mode and base the rubout pattern on this tool size.

step �: Click the rubout icon at the bottom of the right vertical tool bar. 

step �: Drag a box around the area(s), where you want to rub out the base copper. 
release the mouse to activate the rubout.
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Yellow (or light gray) areas show the effect of a partial rubout as shown above, or of a 
full rubout as shown below.
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Creating the bOarD Outline

purpose: to create an outline of your board.

You can import the board outline from your CaD package or create it in isopro. using 
isopro, there are two methods for creating the board outline:

• Click on the Create new rectangle icon on the lower left of the screen , and 
drag and draw a rectangle for the board outline

• or lay out individual lines around your circuit if a simple rectangle is not appropriate

in either case, start by creating a new layer to put information about the board outline.

step 1: Click on the layer icon and select  new. 

step �: set the component layer to View and all the other layers to hide except for 
the new layer which should be in edit  mode.

step �: name the new layer Board outline, then close the dialog window.

step 4: the most common routing tool is the 1.575 mm (6� mil) diameter router. at 
the bottom of the screen, define the tool shape as round and its width as 
6� mils (1.575 mm if you are in metric mode).

if you are using a different tool size to create your board outline, enter the 
appropriate information in the shape and width boxes.

step 5: for the purpose of this tutorial, we want to use a simple rectangle as the 
outline for our board.

Click on the box shaped icon and bring your cursor to the upper left area of 
your circuit. Click and drag a box around your circuit. when done, release 
the mouse.

You can resize the outline as needed, until you are satisfied with the result.

alternately, if you have your board outline described on a gerber layer:
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step 6: set the layer that contains your outline data to edit and other layers to View or 
hide.

step 7: Delete all traces, pads and text that are not part of the outline.

step 8: select all of the traces that form the outline.

step 9: from the edit menu, select Convert to polygon.

step 10: now, isolate this layer with a .06� mil tool (or the appropriate diameter for your 
board)

 

we recommend that you create the board outline before you perform the rubout 
function. this way the board outline will serve as a boundary for creating a full rub 
out if needed.

Creating text

purpose: to create text on a board.

Creating text in isopro is very easy. isopro offers a wide variety of fonts and sizes. the first step 
is to create a new layer for the text to reside on. follow the steps below:

step 1: Click on the layer icon and select  new. 

step �: set all the layers to View or hide except for the new layer which should be in edit  
mode.

step �: name the new layer text.

step 4: at the bottom of the screen, click on the icon containing the letter a.
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step �:  name the new layer text         
 

step 4: at the bottom of the screen, click on the icon containing the letter a.

 

step 5: place your cursor where you want to locate your text. a dialog box will appear

step 6: type in “t-tech” and select the text font and size as needed. when finished, 
select oK. the text image appears on the board.

Vector fonts are recommended for milling. these are fonts that are made 
of only center line data as opposed to truetype fonts which are made of 
outlines.

true type (ttf) fonts should be converted to a polygon to avoid milling an 
outline instead of a full letter.
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You are now done with your design that will be used by the Quick Circuit prototyping 
machine. save this file as “tutorial complete.iso”. if you design on a computer that does 
not have a Quick Circuit attached, save your .iso file to a disk or copy the file to the 
computer where your Quick Circuit is located.

Keep a copy of this file in a safe place. if you ever notice Quick Circuit created poor 
quality boards, having a known “good” file will help you discover if the problem is 
hardware or software related. see Diagnostics on page 67.
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“mill” DrOp DOwn menu

the mill drop down menu is probably the most used function in the menu bar. a brief 
description of each item associated with this menu is given below. 

initialize / re-initialize – prepares isopro to run Quick Circuit and zeroes the machine.

setup > adjust pin position – adjusts the Y-position of the pin to improve hole-to-pad 
registration on double-sided boards. this is a fine adjustment used with the set pin 
position feature.

setup > material – sets chip load and surface speed.

setup > set pin position – sets pin position with respect to the current head 
position. use the adjust pin position feature to fine-tune the head position. 

run layer – allows user to select a layer to be machined.

mill selected – machines the selected entities on a layer.

pause – temporarily stops operations to give the user control of the machine.

stop – stops operations on the milling table.

tool Change – Brings the head assembly to the front of machine to allow for tool 
change.

material Change – sends the head assembly to the back of machine to allow for material 
change. the material Change position is determined by the size of the board.
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home – returns the head assembly to home position. (home is specified under 
preferences > machine settings in the menu bar.)

head Down/up – raises or lowers the head assembly.

Jog – places the machine under user control.

move – allows an absolute or relative move of the head assembly.

spindle – turns the spindle on or off. a checkmark next to this item indicates that the spindle 
is on.

park – returns the head assembly to the park position. (the park position is set under preferences 
> machine settings in the menu bar. the head assembly travels to the designated park position 
after completing a drill/mill routine.)

Zero machine – Zeroes the milling table. 

right-CliCk menu

right clicking in the main window and selecting the “machine” cursor menu gives you the 
following display. 

Jump to Cursor – moves the head assembly to the 
current X,Y position of the cursor.

machine net – after right clicking on an entity, the machine mills all entities contained in 
connected the net.

test Depth of Cut – allows you to test the depth of cut of a pointed milling tool. this feature is 
not available if the machine has not been initialized.

mill to end – if you need to stop machining on a board before the entire layer is finished, this 
feature allows to specify a new starting point and select mill to end to finish machining the 
layer entities.
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manual COnFiguratiOn OF isOprO maChine Drive

when you install isopro using the CD/disks 

included with your machine, your machine configuration is set automatically. however, if you 
need to set or change some of these parameters, you can do so by selecting edit > preferences 
> machine settings tabs.

machine model – allows you to select your machine type.  select Quick Circuit/hf.

Comm port – allows you to specify which communications port the controller is connected 
to.

high speed spindle – allows you to indicate whether or not you are using a high-speed spindle.  
this should be checked for the Quick Circuit/hf.

feeds (inches per minute)

milling speed – indicates the tool speed with the head assembly down during a 
manual move.

traverse speed – indicates the speed at which a tool moves with the head 
assembly up.
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Bed size (inches)

X- –  indicates the usable bed space in front of the pinning hole. this area is 
used to prepare mill paths before machining.

X+ – indicates the usable bed space behind the pinning hole.

Y- –  indicates the usable bed space to the right of the pinning hole.

Y+ – indicates the usable bed space to the left of the pinning hole.

home offset from pin (inches) 
the home position is usually set at X = 0, Y = 0.

X distance – Determines the location of the home position on the X-axis as 
an offset value from pinning position.

Y distance – Determines the location of the home position on the Y-axis as 
an offset value from pinning position.

spindle speed (rpm)

min – indicates the minimum actual speed to be associated with the 
minimum software speed. this value should be different depending on type 
of spindle.

max – indicates the maximum actual speed to be associated with the 
maximum software speed. this value should be different depending on type 
of spindle.

park position (inches) 
the park position should outside the edges of the board. after each layer is machined, 
the head assembly moves to the park position.

X location – Determines the location of the park position on the X-axis as 
offset from the home position.

Y location – Determines the location of the park position on the Y-axis as an 
offset from the home position

Z-axis

the Z-axis is controled by a stepper motor and adjusts Z+- steps as called for by 
the controller.
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Z-axis ramp time (sec)

milling – indicates the time it takes to ramp the solenoid power from zero 
to full power while milling.  this feature is not used on the Quick Circuit/hf 
model.

Drilling – indicates the time it takes to ramp the solenoid power from zero 
to full power while drilling. this feature is not used on the Quick Circuit/hf 
model.

solenoid pwm frequency – Base frequency that is used by the pulse width modulation 
of the solenoid. there should not be any reason for you to change this value.  this 
feature is not used on the Quick Circuit/hf model.

Z-axis Delay (sec)

separate Delay for Drilling and milling operations.

up – indicates the amount of time to wait after a head up command before continuing 
with next command.  this feature is not used on the Quick Circuit/hf model. 

Down – indicates the amount of time to wait after a head down command before 
continuing with next command.  this feature is not used on the Quick Circuit/hf 
model.

Z-axis ramp time, solenoid pwm frequency and Z-axis Delay should not  
be changed from their defaults unless you are experiencing problems with 
tools not penetrating your board material or dwelling too long in the board 
material.

aDDitiOnal Features

there are many additional features built into the isopro program. You should take the 
time to become thoroughly familiar with all of the tasks, icons and commands. please 
reference isopro’s extensive on line help menu for additional information concerning 
isopro’s features.
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appenDiX a                    

The following is reprinted with permission from an article in the November 1992 edition of 
Printed Circuit Design Magazine:

gerber and Cam essentials 

the inside view

   by andy wise

 today, virtually all pCB designs are reduced to a series of gerber plot 
files as the first step in the pCB manufacturing process. these gerber 
files constitute the database that drives the Cam process. historically, 
designers have been unaware of the exact nature of gerber files and 
were therefore unable to verify the correctness of a gerber file or open 
a dialog with the Cam people about the problems that commonly occur. 
furthermore, without having the proper tools, designers have had little 
or no control of their design once it has been committed to a gerber 
database.

what is gerber?

 gerber is the de facto standard photoplotting command language. 
it is supported by virtually all modern photoplotting equipment in use 
today. the command structure and format of a gerber file (the name 
gerber borrowed from the popular photoplotter maker gerber scientific 
instruments Co.) is actually a subset of the eia rs-�74-D standard for 
numerically controlled machines. each gerber file contains commands 
and data that instruct the photoplotter on where to expose the film when 
generating pCB artwork.

gerber Command structure

 while typical gerber files can be megabytes in size, there are only a few 
essential commands in the gerber language. the most prevalent are the 
“g” and “D” command codes, commonly referred to as g-codes and D-
codes. the g-codes are called preparatory codes and are used to set the 
state of the plotter. the D-codes serve a dual role. they act as aperture 
select commands, or, along with XY coordinates, they specify whether the 
photoplotter “flashes” an aperture or “draws” a line.

 the terms “flash” and “draw” relate to the older vector photoplotters 
that exposed the film through an aperture (figure 1) by either momentarily 
energizing a light source while stationary (flash) or by maintaining 
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there is not a one-to-one relationship between aperture position numbers 
and D-codes! in other words, you can’t simply subtract nine from a D-
code to find its aperture position. the reason behind the madness stems 
from the use of aperture “wheels” on the old vector photoplotters. 

 figure 1  photoplotter operation

 these wheels typically contained �4 different apertures and for 
reasons unknown to this author, they were numbered as shown in table 
1. fortunately, the right Cam software will automatically handle the 
ordering of D-codes within an aperture list. furthermore, a major benefit 
of modern laser photoplotters is the absence of an aperture wheel. there 
is no �4-aperture limit nor a need for a list mapping aperture positions 
to D-codes! although an aperture list is still required, it simply needs to 
describe the size and shape of each D-code used.
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table 1 
aperture wheel/D-Code mapping

aperture D-Code aperture D-Code
1 D10 1� D�0
� D11 14 D�1
� D1� 15 D��
4 D1� 16 D��
5 D14 17 D�4
6 D15 18 D�5
7 D16 19 D�6
8 D17 �0 D�7
9 D18 �1 D�8

10 D19 �� D�9
11 D70 �� D7�
1� D71 �4 D7�

an incomplete language

 a major shortcoming of the gerber command language has been the 
lack of a method to describe the size and shape of apertures within a 
gerber file. thus, a separate file in a nonspecific format is typically used 
to convey this information to the Cam operator. Because of this, much 
time and money has been wasted on bad film. Bad boards have been 
built if the errors are not detected in time, due to errors in converting 
aperture lists. fortunately, the correct Cam software can recognize and 
automatically convert most aperture lists in use today. 

a Variable format language

 although gerber only has a handful of basic commands, the format 
of these commands can vary, adding confusion to the deciphering of 
gerber data. gerber files may be generated using imperial or metric units 
of measure. the precision of the data coordinates may be specified in 
different ways. for example, the value 01�55 could be interpreted as 1.�55 
if two places are assumed before the decimal point (�.� format) or 1�.55 if 
three places are assumed (�.� format).

 Coordinate data may also be specified in either absolute or incremental 
formats. in absolute format, all coordinates are relative to the photoplotter 
origin or 0,0 point. on the other hand, incremental format specifies each 
coordinate value relative to the previous coordinate. Coordinate data may 
also be specified with either leading or trailing zeros suppressed. thus 
1�55 could be interpreted as 1.�55 or 1�.550 assuming �.� precision. 
again, the right Cam software should be able to automatically detect the 
format of a gerber database (figure �).

g54D41* 
g01X00�00Y00600D0�* 
g54D�0* 
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g01X00500Y00500D0�*   
g01X00500Y00600D0�* 
g01X00�00Y00600D0�*   
g54D1�* 
g01X00�50Y00600D01* 
g01X00�50Y00500D01*   
g01X00500Y00500D01* 
g01X00�00Y00500D0�*   
g01X00�75Y00500D01* 
g01X00�75Y00400D01*   
g01X00500Y00400D01* 
g01X00�00Y00�00D0�*   
g01X00500Y00�00D01*   
m0�*

 figure �  sample gerber file and plot.

what’s missing?

 when a CaD system outputs the gerber database, almost all of 
the electrical intelligence is lost. that is, all reference designators, pin 
numbers and, hence, netlist information is missing. the most serious 
consequence of this is the one-way nature of gerber. there is no way to 
automatically back-annotate a design from changes made to the gerber 
database. this isn’t to say that you can’t do anything useful with gerber 
other than photoplotting. Quite the contrary!
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aperture wheel setup for Vector plotters

 the setup of an aperture wheel is an exacting and time consuming 
process since each aperture in the wheel must be hand-mounted and 
aligned. in order to avoid repeated setup costs, designers have the 
photoplotting vendor keep a wheel on file and are forced to always use 
that same set of apertures. this has obvious drawbacks, both in terms of 
design flexibility and the ease of migration to other vendors.

raster (laser) plotters

aperture lists

 increasingly, vector photoplotters are being replaced by the laser 
photoplotter, which emulates the older style machine in a raster (bit-map) 
fashion. while use of the term “aperture” to describe a pad or trace shape 
persists, the term “aperture wheel” is now being replaced by “aperture 
list”, which implies the greater flexibility now available to the designer.

 there are three principle advantages with aperture lists on raster 
plotters:

Aperture shapes can be easily generated in software, thus eliminating the need to 
design a physical wheel.

More apertures can be defined on a list.

Allowable apertures sizes are typically (but not always) greater than those imposed 
by the physical dimensions of an aperture wheel.

flash and Draw apertures

 no distinction need be made between flash and Draw aperture types 
since the light source intensity is constant.

speed advantage of laser plotters

 laser plotters operate much quicker than vector machines. a complex 
plot that required hours on a vector machine can usually be performed 
in ten minutes or less on a laser photoplotter. this decreases turnaround 
time and in many markets has driven photoplotting costs down.

talking to photoplotters

 the de facto standard for photoplotter data is the gerber format, 
more properly known as rs-�74D. the term gerber refers to the gerber 
scientific instrument company, a pioneer and leader in photoplotter 
manufacturing.

 rs-�74D is a variation on traditional numerical Control (nC) machine 
tool languages. it differs from traditional nC formats (i.e. drill data), as far 
as its use of tool selection codes but is otherwise compatible.
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 rs-�74D data is organized in “blocks”. a block consists of a 
combination of codes:

Tool selection 
Setup 
Movement 
And, an End Of Block (EOB) character, which only follows a combination of the 
above codes.

 an eoB character is usually an asterisk (‘*’) or dollar (‘$’), optionally 
followed by a carriage return and line feed.

 an rs-�74D code consists of a letter D,g,m,X,Y,i or J followed by a 
numerical value. these codes designate the following:

  * - end of Block (end of command)

  D - select aperture, or set aperture use mode

  X - move to X value

  Y - move to Y value

  g - Various setup codes

  m - Various control codes

  i - relative X location for arc center

  J - relative Y location for arc center

D Codes

 D codes have multiple purposes. the first is to control the state of the 
light being on or off. Valid codes for light state are D01, D0�, and D0�.

  D01 - light on for next move.

  D0� - light off for next move.

  D0� - flash (light on, light off ) after move (effect is limited to 
block in which appears, ie non-modal). You can also think  of a D0� as 
D0�, D01, D0� series of commands linked together.

 D codes with values of 10 or greater represent the aperture’s position 
on the list or wheel. it is very important to understand that there is no 
universal “D10” or “D�0”. unlike the D01 , D0�, and D0� counterparts 
which have a fixed meaning (draw, move, flash), D10 and higher values 
have aperture shapes and dimensions assigned to them by each 
individual user. hence, one job’s D10 could be a 10 mil round, when 
another job’s D10 could be a 45 mil square.

 there are two distinct ways to number an aperture list. the traditional 
�4 aperture system started with D10 - D19, jumping suddenly to D70 - 
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 the X & Y values in the gerber file determine where the aperture shape 
and dimension will be positioned and drawn. X & Y values are used as 
coordinate pairs to determine where the light will be exposed, using the D 
codes shapes (i.e. D10) and light exposure status (i.e. D01, D0�, D0�) for 
drawing lines and arcs, as well as moving between drawing entities.

 here are a few examples of using X & Y codes with D codes.

  D10*  { select aperture D10}

X1000Y1000D0�* {the D0� tells us that the light will be off, and we 
move to coordinate position X1000 and Y1000}

X�000Y�000D01* {the D01 tells us that we will draw (light on) to 
coordinate position X�000 and Y�000}

X5500Y100D0�* {the D0� tells us to move to coordinate position 
X5500 and Y100 with the light off, then flash (turn 
the light on and off )}

g Codes

 g codes are used to configure the photoplotter. Commonly 
implemented codes include:

  g01 - future X,Y commands are straightline moves

  g0� - future X,Y commands are clockwise arcs

  g0� - future X,Y commands are counterclockwise arcs

  g04 - ignore the rest of this block (used for Comments)

  g54 - prepare to change apertures

  g74 - future arcs are quadrant arcs

  g75 - future arcs are full �60 arcs

  g90 - absolute data

  g91 - incremental data

 typically for laser photoplotters, g54 codes are rarely necessary. 
older vector plotter controllers may require this preparatory g codes for 
changing apertures (i.e. g54D10*).

 a common situation where g codes are mandatory for all machines 
is when the data is switching from vectors to arcs and vice versa. when 
switching from drawing vectors (g01) to drawing arc (g0�, g0�), the 
controller must be informed of the change of mode.

 another important case for g codes is when determining if the arc is 
a quadrant (g74) or full �60 (g75). Quadrant arcs never cross quadrant 
boundaries, because the center coordinate offsets (i,J Codes) are always 
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unsigned (even if they are negative!).

 therefore, it requires at least four g74 arcs to draw one complete 
circle.

 Center coordinate offsets for �60 arcs (g75) can be positive or 
negative, allowing for a single command to draw a complete circle.

 in either case, the center coordinates are given relative to the start 
point of the arc. the most dramatic difference between Quadrant and full 
�60 arcs is that a Quadrant arc with identical start and end points has a 
sweep of 0 degrees, whereas a similar full �60 arc is a full circle.

 the g90 code tells the machine controller that all data following is 
absolute data. hence, if following X & Y data follows, the controller will 
move to the absolute value given by the X & Y value.

 g91 tells the machine controller that all data following is incremental 
data. the machine will move the data by the amount of the X & Y value, 
rather than to the absolute coordinate point.

 example:

  X1000Y1000D0�*

  X�000Y�000D01*

 in absolute mode (g90), the machine will first move to coordinate 
point X1000 and Y1000 with the light off, then draw a line to coordinate 
point X�000 and Y�000 with the light on.

 in incremental mode (g91)  the machine will first move to coordinate 
point X1000 and Y1000 with the light off, then draw a line to coordinate 
point X4000 and Y4000 with the light on. this was done by adding X1000 
+ X�000 = X4000 and Y1000 + Y�000 = Y4000.
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